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A1 PENDIX 1:Comparison Chart LED vs. Incandescent vs. CFLs

Heie led lights, cfls, and incandescent lights compared and contrasted in terms of:
eneigy efficiency, energy usage, environmental impacts, durability and light (lumen) 
output

Energy Efficiency 
& Energy Costs

Compact
Fluorescents

(CFLs)

Incandescent 
Light Bulbs

Light Emitting 
Diodes (LEDs)

Life Span (average) 8,000 hours50,000 hours 1,200 hours

Watts of electricity used
(equivalent to 60 watt bulb).

LEDs use less power (watts) per 
unit of light generated 

(lumens). LEDs help reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from 
power plants and lower electric 

bills
Kilo-watts of Electricity used 
(30 Incandescent Bulbs per year
________ equivalent) _______ _

Annual Operating Cost 
(30 Incandescent Bulbs per year 

________equivalent)_____ _
Environmental

Impact ______

13-15 watts60 watts6 - 8 watts

767 KWh/yr.3285 KWh/yr.329 KWh/yr.

$76.65/year$328.59/year$32.85/year

Yes - Mercury is
very toxic to your 

health and the 
environment

NoNoContains the TOXIC Mercury

No - contains 1 mg- 
5mg of Mercury 

and is a major risk 
to the environment

YesYesRoHS Compliant
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Carbon Dioxide Emissions
(30 bulbs per year)

Lower energy consumption 
decreases: C02 emissions, sulfur 

oxide, and high-level nuclear 
waste.

451 pounds/year 1051 pounds/year4500 pounds/year

Important Facts

Yes - may not work 
under negative 10 
degrees Fahrenheit 
or over 120 degrees 

Fahrenheit

Sensitivity to low temperatures None Some

Sensitive to humidity No YesSome

On/off Cycling 
Switching a CFL on/off 
quickly, in a closet for 

instance, may decrease the 
lifespan of the bulb.

Yes - can reduce 
lifespan drasticallyNo Effect Some

No - takes time to 
warm upYesYesTurns on instantly

Very Durable - 
LEDs can handle 

jarring and 
bumping

Not Very Durable - 
glass can break 

easily

Not Very Durable - 
glass or filament 
can break easily

Durability

30 btu's/hour85 btu's/hour3.4 btu's/hourHeat Emitted
Yes - may catch on 
fire, smoke, or omit 

an odor
SomeNot typicalFailure Modes

Eight Output
WattsWattsWattsLumens
9-13404-5450 60 13-156-8800 18-25759-131,100

1,600
23-3010016-20
30-5515025-282,600
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APPENDIX 2:Understanding LED Lighting

LED lighting has become very interesting option for the global lighting markets to 
consider. In the past 18 months LED technology has taken significant strides to 

the barriers facing the technology. Although the LEDs cannot replaceovercome

eveiy light bulb in use, it is becoming a viable option and one to seriously look at for 

industrial, retail and commercial applications.

At Atlanta Light Bulbs are committed to studying and monitoring the current 
state of LED technology, and applying this technology where it makes sense. Part of

we

the problem with LED lighting is a lack of understanding of the strengths and 

weaknesses associated with the use of LEDs as well as the misapplication of current 

technology (or using the wrong LED technology). It is important to know and 

understand when shopping for LED replacement lamps and fixtures why there are

such price differences as well as the basic terminology. LEDs are an investment. 

Where else can you put money into a product and get an instant return on your 

investment (i.e. lower power bills)? Not all LED's are the same and the components 

and structure depends by brand.

Figure 5.1: Types of LEDs

Operating Characteristics

What is an LED? An LED is a 

is applied to it, which is veiy

lighting. There are 
characteristics that affect their applicability in lighting.

semiconductor chip that generates light when current 

different from any other technology currently used in 

of LED emitters that have differentalso different types
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Low Power LEDs

Low Powei LEDS come in a number of different shapes and sizes and run very low 

current levels, in the tens of Milliamps. They are commonly referred to as “indicator 

LEDs . Low powered LED technologies work well in backlight applications (push 

buttons, switches), clocks, tail lights on cars and trucks, reader boards and low 

wattage accent lighting applications. These LEDs fall to approximately 50% of their 

initial light output within a few thousand hours and cannot generate or maintain 

enough light for use in general lighting applications. Some companies market LED 

“bulbs” with large quantities of this type of indicator LED contained in a standard 

lamp shape. These are great LOW COST LED options but these products will almost 

always result in disappointment when used to replace bulbs used in general lighting 

applications.

Figure 5.2: Low power LEDs

High Power LEDs
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High Power LEDS are always of surface 

multiple chips on a die) and get their 

chip and generate

mount form factor (meaning a chip or 

name from running hundreds of milliamps per 
much more useful amount of light. When you see a high powered 

D lamp, you will typically only see one chip, usually it is white and yellow behind 

optic lens. The optic lens works with the LED chip to direct the emitted light 

outward and onto your surface .

an

High poweied LEDs are far more expensive than their low powered LED 

for general lighting applications” they will perform best. The main concern with 

high powered LEDs is negligible heat, these higher power versions generate enough 

heat to make its management a concern. When shopping for high powered LED 

products, verify an aluminum heat sink housing is a part of the LED lamp. The 

cooler an LED runs, the longer the effective lifespan will be.

cousin but

Other Operating Characteristics

Of note is that LED chips run on a very low voltage (3V-4V) and need a well 

regulated voltage and current. It is important that LED products are made with 

integrated drivers and transformers (appropriate to the application) in order to safely 

drive the LED components and achieve a long lifespan. The products designed for

120V do accept a wide range of input voltages without affecting light output, but due 

to this feature, the lamps are not dimmable. The low voltage products are designed 

for 12VDC current, and will operate on 90% of 12VAC applications. Some low
12VAC current, particularly electronicvoltage fixtures operate lamps on 

transformers, which in the other 10% of situations can cause problems with the LED

product not working properly. We are working on a small device to ensure that your 

LED products will work with an AC power source, to ensure installation success.

Direction of the Light

incandescent lamp, an arc-tube from a HID lamp, or theUnlike a filament from an
a fluorescent tube, the emission of light from an LED is not Omni-

in all directions uniformly. It is difficult to
phosphor on 
directional; that is it does not radiate

a circuit board and heat sink, so the light from an LED is
project light through
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emitted from the top of the chip. This means at a theoretical best, 
light in

an LED can project
hemispherical pattern. In reality most bare LED chips project light 

to 140 degiee cone. This is why there is not currently an effective “A” lamp 

replacement using LED technology. While this is a limitation, there are uses for a 

directional light source, and products can be made to take advantage of this.

in a 120

To bettei diiect light coming from an LED, many of LED products use what is called 

a secondary optic. This is a lens or reflector that attaches to the chip holding the LED 

and diiects the light into a different pattern (such as a narrow or a wide flood 

pattern).

The quality of this optic affects the optical efficiency, or the amount of light that is 

actually projected compared to the amount of light generated by the LED. By taking 

advantage of the directional characteristic of LEDs, and using high quality optics, 

effective general lighting can be achieved with LED lamps.

Light Quality and Color

There are no true white LEDs that are commercially viable. Every type of material 

used in the chip part of the LED that produces light generates a color, but none of 

those colors are white. All LEDs produce a color, red, green, yellow, or blue (note 

that IR and UV LEDs do exist as well). The two methods for generating white light 

to either use multiple LED chips and mix the light, or to use a phosphor with a 

single color light (usually blue) to generate white light.

Figure 5.3: Colour LED

are
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m”"f! ■“'hod » IMS efficient, b„, does ,ll„„ (through the use of advunced 

controls) virtually any color to be produced by varying the 

LEDs. The phosphor coating method i 

is the one that is

intensity of the multiple
is much more efficient at producing light, and 

used to produce the white light in LED series. The phosphor coating 

composition and thickness affect the color temperature and light output. This 

that a warmer color temperature LED will have
means

more of the phosphor coating than a 
cooler color temperature LED, and will also have a lower output. This is the trade-off 

of using phosphors to produce white light.

Some light quality advantages LED's have are that the spectrum of a white phosphor 

based LED is much smoother than a compact fluorescent lamp, providing high 

quality light, that achieves instant full brightness, and is unaffected by switching, all 
without the use of mercury.
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APPENDIX 3: Questionnaire (English)

Identification of Key Factors Affecting Growth of LED Lighting 

Solutions, A Case Study based on Colombo District of Sri Lanka”

The purpose of this questionnaire is to conduct a study on market acceptance of 

High blight LEDs within Sri Lankan organizations . This research is carried out 

only foi academic purposes for the MBA in Management of Technology of the 

University of Moratuwa, and any of the organizational information will not be 

published. Therefore please provide the most appropriate measures that fit best 
with your organization.

1. Which sector are you currently in

a. Private sector

b. Government sector

2. In Which segment your suit for
a. Engineer/Technologist EH
b. Chief finance officer EH
c. Chief Technology officer □
d. Department head - Gov EH
e. Proprietor-SME
f. LED manufacture

LED import and reseller EH
h. Banker
i. Investor 

Others...

In which type of building are you currently / plan to use lighting solution

a. Factory
b. commercial buildings U

c. outdoor
d. swimming pool

. street light
f. studio

other

□
□

□□
g- □□□J-

3. □
□□□e □□

g-
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4. what iis your current electricity bilI(SL Rs.)
a- less than 10000
b. 10001-30000
c. 30001-50000
d. More than 50000

□□□□
5. 1 low often monitor your power consumption

a. Daily
b. Occasionally
c. Never

□□□
6. What is your knowledge about LED

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

□□□□□
how is your knowledge about light measurement and energy,

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

low energy source generate same amount of light compare to high energy source?

7.

□□□□□
8. can □f. Yes

g. No □
reduce cost of energy compare to traditional lighting solutions9. How far HB LED

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

10. How much will it emit light

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average

□□□□□
□□□
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d. Good
e. Excellent

11. How much will it emit heat

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

□□
□□□□□

12. Following which one need more energy while manufacturing
a. I-IB LED
b. CFL
c. Incandescent bulb
d. Both CFL and Incandescent bulbl I
e. None of the above

□□□
□

13. Do u think how worse CFL bulb to human life and environment

a. None
b. Very less
c. Less
d. High
e. Very high

14. Do u think how worse LED bulb to human life and environment

a. None
b. Very less
c. Less
d. High
e. Very high

□□□□□
□□□□□

15. In which voltages will led works
□12va. □b. 24v □1 lOvc. □d. 230v

e. All of above
f. None of above

□
□
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16. Is it possible to substitute
bulb.

any type(shape and performance) of CFL bulb with HB LED

a. Strongly Agree

b. Agree

c. Average

d. Disagree

e. Strongly Disagree 

17. How far do u aware about carbon emission reduction program
a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

□
□

□
□
□
□□□□□

18. How far do you know that there are local institutes who practice and CER program

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

□□□□□
19. Do you have idea about approx, cost of HB LEDs

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

□□□□□
about price difference of HB LED vs. traditional CFL and20. How far you are aware 

incandescent bulb □a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

□□□□
HB LED products21. Who is supporting to promote

a. Government only
b. Private sector only

□□
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C. Both 
d. None

Is there any special loan facility available if any one plan to start MB LED plant or 
deploy bulbs

□□
22.

a. Yes
b. No
c. Donot know

□□□
23. Is there any special interest rate for import or sell HB LEDs

a. Yes
b. No
c. I don’t know

24. Do you like to invest for such project as angel investor
a. Yes
b. No

□□□
□□

25. Is there any tax exceptions for such green energy products.

a. Yes
b. No
c. I don’t know

□□□
26. Has government develop new policies to promote green concept

a. Yes
b. No
c. I don’t know

27. How far government has taken

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

28. What effort government taken to address the i

promote green concept.
a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

□□□
policies and initiatives to promote the HB LEDsnew

□□□□□
and make proper mechanism toissues

□□□□□
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29. What effort (as policy wise) government tak 

none HB leds.
en to reduce the hazardous element from

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

□□□□□
jO. What effoit government taken to recycle the hazardous element from none HB LEDs.

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

□□□□□
31. How far government approach international institutes to access various international 

grants under CER mechanism

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

32 What effoit private sector has taken to address the issues and make proper mechanism

to promote green concept.

a. Very Poor
b. Poor
c. Average
d. Good
e. Excellent

what is your normal expectation of using bulb (years)

a. Less than 1 year

b. 1 to 2 years

c. 2to 3 years
d. 3to 4 years 

More than 5 years

□□□□□

□□□□□
33.

e.
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APPENDIX 4:PotentiaI mercury emissions clue to CFLs

neuro-toxicant. It hampers neurological development, impacts 
the cardiovascular system of adults and wild animals dependent on fish.

a 2003 study 1 in 12 American women (8%) of child bearing age had 
blood mercury levels beyond levels considered safe by EPA (Center for 
disease control and prevention).

• More than 300,000 newborns 
every year.
Methyl mercury is the most dangerous form of mercury and exposure to this 
chemical is primarily through the consumption of fish and shell fish.

• 40% of US mercury emissions come from coal fired power plants.

Mercury is a known

exposed to the risk of mercury poisoningare

Coal based power and Mercury

A single coal fired power plant releases 45 to 50 tons of mercury each year. With 

existing technology, it is possible to reduce mercury emissions per power plant to 15 

tons per annum. Power plants vary widely in their per KWH mercury emissions. 

Thus one plant releases 0.2071 pounds of mercury per GWH (giga watt hour) of 

electricity produced while another produces only 0.0607 pounds per GWH (giga watt 

hour). This works out to 0.093 to 0.027 milligrams of mercury emitted for per KWH 

of electricity produced.

Environmental Cost of Bulbs and CFLs

A Compact Fluorescent Lamp contains 4-5 mg of mercury. Advocates of CFL 

technology say that the amount is miniscule and should not deter home 

investing in CFL lights. The mercury debate is not as simple as it seems. A billion
This is when most homeowners in United States

owners from

CFL’s are disposed off every year.
yet to shift to CFL lights. Should the whole world shift to CFLs the

Whenever you hear the argument
and Canada are
number of CFLs disposed would grow manifold.

” remember that it is not just 5 milligrams“less mercury - only 5 milligrams pei CFL
illigrams that we are actually talking about.

but - one billion times 5 mi

^lability of options. Bulbs polluted less than kerosene lanterns 

caused even less pollution. As long as a better technology
It is all a matter of av 

and were welcome. CFLs
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was not available the 

- incandescent bulbs
argument of CFLs reducing mercury pollution, held 

are worse
practical proposition CFLs becanrc outdated. Compared heavy tnetal free 

friendly LED lights CFLs are practically a smokestack!

some water
mercury polluters. Once LED lights became a

eco

Mathematical calculation for polution

many conflicting claims about the number of bulbs and pollution. Many 

proponents just throw numbers at the audience. Let us do the Math ourselves to 

understand the truth behind the environmental impact of lighting.

There are a

Number of bulbs in

There are close to 100 million (Approximately 103 million) households in United 

States and an average house hold has 45 light bulbs. This makes for a total of 4.5 

billion (100 million X 45) light bulbs in residential properties alone. The average 

wattage of a bulb in a US household is 50 watts. This makes for a total lighting 

wattage of 225 million KWH in United States. A traditional incandescent lamp lasts 

1000 hours. Assuming a daily usage of 8 hours the life of incandescent bulbs, CFLs 

and LED lights will be

(Please note■ made some assumptions that may not apply to a household. For
all bulbs in a household are on for 8 hours 

US household would be a rather
example, it may not be realistic to assume 
a day. To accurately calculate these averages for a 
monumental equation that would overwhelm the purpose of this discussion.)

Incandescent bulbs — 8 months

• CFL's - 25 months (2 years)
125 months (more than 10 years).

. Sine. CFLS need replacement every 2 years i, can be assumed .ha, a, leas,half the 

CFLs or 2.25 hi,lion CFLs ,we are assuming tha, a„ lighting devtces are CFL based, 

in the United States will need replacement evciy >cai.

. LED's -

due to CFLsPotential mercury emissions
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Can we now estimate the 

every year

kilograms of mercury

amount of mercury that will be released in the environment 
- 2.25 billion X 5 milligrams = 11.25 billion milligrams or 11,250 

eveiy year! Only 5 milligrams of mercury (equal to that 
contained in a single CFL) is enough to pollute more than 150,000 liters of water. 

The amount of mercury from the disposal of 2.25 billion CFLs would be enough to 

pollute 2.25 billion X 150,000 liters of water.

Admittedly the amount of mercury released will be lower as a few CFLs will be 

lesponsibly recycled. Yet it will be enough to poison every liter of water over time. 

Already at least half the water bodies of United States suffer from mercury
contamination. Add to it the fact that CFLs emit UV light that may damage precious 

art objects and they no longer remain the knight in shining armor out to save the

earth from green house gas emissions.

Potential mercury emissions due to Incandescent Bulbs

CFLs are bad at mercury emissions but incandescent bulbs are worse. Bulbs contain

no mercury but they waste a lot of electricity. Electricity in turn is produced by 

burning coal and coal contains mercury. The mercury in a CFL that is disposed

the soil and from there into food and water. The 

the other hand are of mercury vapors that are
irresponsibly will leach into

from power plants onemissions

potentially more toxic.

fired power plant produces 0.0234 milligrams of mercury 

and oxides of sulfur and nitrogen) for producing 1 KWh of 

emissions (EPA’s

In some states coal

(besides carbon-di-oxide
Toxic release Inventory)

electricity. 2008 data of mercury
• • c nf mercury for the 50 most polluting mercury power 

demonstrate that emissions o . , PPA j
0.027 to 0.093 milligrams per KWH. Nevertheless the El A and

the amount of mercury emitted byplants range between
cifen action grcups are trying hard.od.cre.se

mercury emissions to be in the rangehave assumed thepower plants. Therefore we 

of 0.0234 milligrams per KWFI.
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Incandescent bulb CFL LED light
Mercury contained
in bulb (milligrams)

0 5 0

Mercury released in
the environment 
due to electricity 

consumption over 

hours

9.126 2.5272 1.2636

6000
(milligrams)

Total (milligrams) 9.126 7.5272 1.2636

It seems that when it comes to mercury pollution, the bulb is the worst offender. But 

there is an error in the above calculation. Many experts use this data to demonstrate 

that CFLs are better. But only 50% of the electricity is produced by coal and at least 

25 % CFLs are disposed safely. The calculations need to be modified to reflect this 

data.

Once we factor in this information it seems that CFLs can release more mercury in 

the environment than incandescent bulbs. Higher recycling of CFLs is essential to 

reduce their potential for mercury pollution.

If 35% of the CFLs are recycled, the mercury emission of CFLs and incandescent 

bulbs would be equal. For any higher recycling percentages than this CFLs will beat

if the contribution of coal to power generation
- CFLs

incandescent bulbs. Conversely,
if coal burning plants successfully reduce mercury emissions

the mercury pollution front. For It is pertinent to
decreases or 

will lose to incandescent bulbs

note that we have

on
KWH for theused only 0.0234 mg mercury emission per

used the values of 0.027 and 0.093 milligrams per KWH

would have shown CFLs in better
calculations above. Had we

power plants the calculationsas emitted by some 

light. If action by the EPA and en
are any indication -vironmental pressure groups

coal fired power plants will fall toemissions frommercuryperiod of timeover a
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levels, people getting their energy from wind, solar or hydroelectricity this is a 

realistic scenario.

Incandescent bulb CFL LED light

Mercury contained
in bulb (milligrams)

0 3.75 0

(5 X 0.75)

Milligrams
mercury released in 

the environment 
due to electricity 
consumption over 
6000 hours (50% 
coal)

of 4.563 1.2636 0.6318

4.563Total (milligrams) 5.0136 0.6318

When that happens, improperly disposed CFLs will become a more dangerous 

of mercury emissions than incandescent bulbs.

source

The solution - LED lights

in production today. The 

, is exploding. Despite

in production, manufacturers may not be
in their

LED lights are probably the most refined lighting system 

demand of LED's for flat panel displays and lighting devices

huge investments and a quantitative jump
with the rising demand. They do not employ any mercury

that either bulbs or CFLs due to
able to keep pace 

constructions, 

a number of reasons.

They also emit less greenhouse gases

is 5.01 milligrams and that by bulbs stands at 

LED bulbs produce
. The mercury released by CFLs 

4.56 milligrams over
a

6000 hours of operations.
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miniscule 0.6318 milligrams of mercury in this time frame. This i 

less than either CFLs or bulbs.

• They use around 

CFLs.

• There are no greenhouse gas emissions of reverse logistics as will happen in 

the case of CFLs.

• They last for almost a decade compared to a year or less for bulbs and 2 years 

for CFLs- the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the transport of 

LED's is obviously less than that for wither lighting device.

Besides greenhouse gases, LED lighting solutions comprehensively beat both bulbs 

and CFLs on the mercury pollution front.

is 7 times

seventh of the electricity used by bulbs and half that ofa

Some estimates suggest that lifetime energy savings from a 24 watt CFLs can power 

a Prius from coast to coast. If it were an LED light (that last 5 times longer and 

half the energy of a CFL) the lifetime energy savings would be enough for 10 such 

rides! Similarly estimates suggest that replacing one incandescent bulb with a CFL in 

each American home could offset emissions due to 800,000 cars or light 3 million 

homes - LED's by contrast could offset 1,600,000 cars or light 6 million homes or do 

both together - light 3 million homes and offset 800,000 cars. Any way you look at 

it, they trump both incandescent bulbs and CFLs.

use
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